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In a tough job market, candidates know they need to
work harder to grab a potential employer's attention.
But how, specifically, do you set yourself apart for all
the right reasons? We asked hiring managers from
a cross-section of businesses about everything from
what they look for in a resume to what impresses them
during an interview.

of listening to the candidate talk about themselves and
their work.

Hannah Malott: I believe that a resume should be
one page or one piece. If you're applying for a design
position, I also believe that your resume itself should
be a piece of design. It should be a self-promotional
piece that is well thought out, well designed and non-
traditional. That will separate you from the pack.

Bruce Edwards: Typography is really impor-
tant. The type choices you make are a reflection of
your taste level. Keep it simple; it shouldn't be overly
designed. A little personal style is fine, but don't go
crazy. You don't want your resume feeling like a car
covered in bumper stickers.

Michael Frediani: For me, it needs to be simple and
easy to read. There needs to be a visual hierarchy to
a resume. And I want the information to be clear and
easy to understand, because the last thing 1 want to do
is spend time deciphering details in a resume instead



Jack Macy: It's amazing how many design resumes
I see that aren't thoughtful representations of good
information design. Put time into your resume design.
Do research and create a style that fits you. Think of it
as part of your portfolio: It should be your example of
excellent information design.

Tod Martin: What stands out to me is how well
someone can describe their experience. Someone who
can laundry-list their experience is less attractive to
me than someone who can tell me how and why what
they did mattered.

Scott Larson: I look for people who offer something
unique to the fishbowl. I like freaks, conservatives,
loudmouths and extroverts within a department. Peo-
ple should be true to their character when interview-
ing with me. I like character. I don't like poseurs. And
the one thing I'm careful about sniffing out during
an interview is whether or not a person is capable of
being poisonous to a department. Nothing can kill
momentum and morale quicker than a disgruntled,
poisonous fish.

Hannah Malott: A candidate who has done inde-
pendent research about our brand and comes prepared
to convince me that they are a good fit and articulate
why, based on what they know about the company,
really impresses me.

Dan Lythcott-Haims: I don't want apologies or
platitudes. I want candidates to talk about what they
have experienced, how they like to work, what they're
interested in learning, and why they like doing the
kind of work for which they're applying.

Lindsay Wolff Logsdon: I'm always impressed
when someone can be themselves, and when they're
comfortable enough with their resume and portfolio
to present their work in a confident way. When the
interview flows organically—versus being very formal
or regimented—that's a good sign.
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Scott Larson: Portfolios are a true calling card of an
art director or designer. I look first and foremost for
the idea, conceptually as well as visually, because they
really are one and the same. Can the person commu-
nicate a surprising, smart idea in the most concise and
perfect way?

Lindsay Wolff Logsdon: A consistent story is
key: Do your resume and portfolio match? Does the
portfolio have a logical sequence and tell me the story
of your career up until this point? Also, we love to see
the process—show your raw sketches and process in
an engaging way.

Dan Lythcott-Haims: I want to be wowed. Can-
didates should include only their best work. Showing
page after page of mediocre work, just to prove experi-
ence, is counterproductive.

Michael Frediani: The first thing I actually notice
is the craftsmanship of the book, how it's made. If the
book is completely handmade, then it better look like

Jack Macy: With most candidates, I can tell within
15 minutes, given that I've already seen some of their
work during the screening process. But some people
grow on me as the conversation unfolds, or as I reflect
on our interaction after the interview.

Tod Martin: With 90% accuracy, I'd say we know
in the first five minutes. Some people can take longer
to open and explore, which is fine. But if you're defi-
nitely not a fit, it's apparent quickly.

Michael Frediani: I can usually tell within the
first 10 minutes, and sometimes sooner. So if I were
a great candidate, I'd not only plan on having a great
book and resume, but also plan for how the initial con-
versation will go. Have a plan and make it interesting,
or you may lose them before you even get to the book.

the person spent some time with it, making it perfect.
Uniqueness goes a long way.

Hannah Malott: Follow-up should be a given. A
thank-you note should be sincere and professional,
and recap why they would be a good fit for the posi-
tion. Again, if they're applying for a creative design
position, the thank-you note should be clever and
unique, and 1 appreciate something nontraditional
because we're a nontraditional brand.

Tod Martin: Thank-you notes are a secret weapon.
Too many of them are written as if for an obligatory



gift, Thank-you notes should be understood to be part
of the interview process and reinforce what you want
me to remember about you. Don't just say thanks.

Bruce Edwards: I think it's one of those courte-
sies that's still expected—whether by phone or e-mail
or a persona] note. Plus, it's an opportunity to make
one more connection with the person who interviewed
you. It's a small industry, and regardless of how the job
thing works out, your paths will likely cross again at
some point.

Michael Frediani: There's a lot of competition out
there, so be unique and confident. That doesn't mean
showing up in a chicken suit, but show us work and
ideas that we've never seen before. And be persistent
to the point where you're annoying. There should be
classes on that.

Scott Larson: Overall, I'm searching for an indi-
vidual who has that intangible ability and touch to
make our clients famous. Some people just have it.
And when our clients get famous, our agency gets
famous. When our agency gets famous, our people get
famous. And if we're completely honest with ourselves,
aren't most art directors and designers just a little ego-
driven to some extent?

Lindsay Wolff Logsdon: Be honest with yourself
about what you want to do. Designers work best when
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